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Using points of sail to harness the wind

From Sailing Made Easy p. 18

• The direction of the wind dictates the direction a sailboat can sail. 

• Understanding the points of sail is vital to understanding how to orient yourself 
relative to the wind. 

• The points of sail describe the range of 
courses a sailboat can and cannot travel.



Why points 
of sail are 
important



Suppose you 
want to sail 
from San 
Pedro to 
Avalon . . .  



. . . but 
you’d be 
sailing 
directly into 
the wind.



If you know 
the points of 
sail you can 
still set a 
course for 
your 
destination



The moral of the story . . . .

The pessimist complains about 
the wind; the optimist expects 
it to change; the realist adjusts 
the sails.

- William Arthur Ward



Objectives for this unit

➢ 1     Learn the names of each of the 
points of sail

➢ 2     Practice finding the wind 
direction and the points of sail

➢ 3     Introduce the masthead fly and 
understand how it relates to points of 
sail



Objective 1: 
Naming the points 
of sail using the 
wind circle



Before learning 
the points of 
sail, let’s learn 
some basic wind 
vocabulary



Wind terms - 1

Upwind: facing 

toward the wind

Downwind: 
facing away from the 
wind



Wind terms - 2

Come 
up/head up: turn 
toward the wind

Come 
down/fall off: turn 
away from the wind



Wind terms – 3  
Port tack: wind is 
coming across port side 
(boom to starboard)

Starboard tack: wind 
is coming across 
starboard side (boom to 
port)



Hint: an easy way 
to learn points of 
sail is to visualize 
them on a clock 

face with the 
wind coming 
from 12:00



Close Hauled
wind coming 

across the bow;
about 45° off 

(away from) the 
wind (1:30/10:30 
on the clock)



Close reach
wind off the 

bow; 
about 48-88°

off (away from) the 
wind (2:00/10:00 
on the clock)



Beam reach

wind coming 
across beam;

about 90° off 
(away from) the 
wind (3:00/9:00 on 
the clock)



Broad reach
wind on the 

quarter;
about 92-

178° off (away 
from) the wind 
(4:00/8:00 on the 
clock)



Running

wind coming 
over the stern;

180° off 
(away from) the 
wind (6:00 on the 
clock)



Objective 2:
Direct practice –
finding the wind 
direction and 
points of sail 



Finding the wind direction (eyes closed)

• Turn your head slowly from side to side

• Notice where the wind strikes your head/body

• Find the spot where you feel the wind equally on both cheeks (Hint: you
can also listen for the sound of the wind in your ears i.e., find the spot
where you hear the wind equally in both ears)



Exercise 1  – turn to close hauled starboard 
tack

• Where are you feeling the wind? (e.g., your cheek/your ear/your 
shoulder/your back)

• Should feel wind on your right side



Exercise 2  – turn to beam reach starboard 
tack

• Where are you feeling the wind? (e.g., your cheek/your ear/your 
shoulder/your back)

• Should feel wind on your right side



Exercise 3  – turn to beam reach port tack

• Where are you feeling the wind? (e.g., your cheek/your ear/your 
shoulder/your back)

• Should feel wind on your left side



Exercise 4  – turn to running

• Where are you feeling the wind? (e.g., your cheek/your ear/your 
shoulder/your back)

• Should feel wind on your back



Exercise 5  – turn to “in irons”

• Where are you feeling the wind? (e.g., your cheek/your ear/your 
shoulder/your back)

• Should feel wind directly on your face



Objective 3:
Introducing the 
masthead fly and 
understanding how 
it relates to points 
of sail





The following slides 
taken aboard Hiatus 
will give you a helm’s 
eye view of the 
masthead fly for 
different points of sail 



Close Hauled Port
Tack

• The vane is lined up exactly with 
the edge of the no sail zone

• The vane is pointing to port, 
meaning the wind is coming from 
port, hence you are on port tack



Close Hauled 
Starboard Tack

• The vane is lined up exactly with 
the edge of the no sail zone

• The vane is pointing to starboard, 
meaning the wind is coming from 
starboard, hence you are on 
starboard tack



Close Reach Port
Tack

• The vane has fallen off from the 
edge of the no sail zone

• The vane is pointing to port, 
meaning the wind is coming from 
port, hence you are on port tack



Close Reach 
Starboard Tack

• The vane has fallen off from the 
edge of the no sail zone

• The vane is pointing to starboard, 
meaning the wind is coming from 
starboard, hence you are on 
starboard tack



Beam Reach Port
Tack

• The vane has fallen off about 45°
from the edge of the no sail zone 

• The vane is pointing to port, 
meaning the wind is coming from 
port, hence you are on port tack



Beam Reach 
Starboard Tack

• The vane has fallen off about 45°
from the edge of the no sail zone 

• The vane is pointing to starboard, 
meaning the wind is coming from 
starboard, hence you are on 
starboard tack



Broad Reach Port
Tack

• The vane has fallen off about 45°
from a beam reach 

• The vane is pointing to port, 
meaning the wind is coming from 
port, hence you are on port tack



Broad Reach 
Starboard Tack

• The vane has fallen off about 45°
from a beam reach 

• The vane is pointing to starboard, 
meaning the wind is coming from 
starboard, hence you are on 
starboard tack



Summary

• The wind’s  direction 
controls what courses you 
can – and cannot – sail

• If you know the points of 
sail you can determine the 
best course to get to your 
destination.



Summary

The basic points of sail are

➢ Close hauled

➢ Reaching (close, beam 
and broad)

➢ Running



Summary

For now, concentrate on 
memorizing the points of 
sail relative to the 
direction of the wind.

In a future lesson, you’ll 
learn more about how to 
adjust sail trim for any 
given point of sail.



Running
wind coming over the stern
180° off (away from) the 

wind (6:00 on the clock)


